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Online news videos from NewsLook® are available at nxis.com®.

NewsLook offers professionally produced online news videos from 40+ licensed sources around the world covering world and national news. NewsLook focuses on video news content from partners like Reuters®, CBC®, ABCau, France 24, ITN, Guardian and many more. They have also recently expanded to include a number of verticals: Finance (Bloomberg®), Health (Mayo Clinic, Cleveland Clinic), Science/Tech (Deutsche Welle), Entertainment (HollyScoop®, TV Guide®, CelebTV®), Culture and more. With the help of their editorial staff, they also include vetted stories from sources like RT and Xinhua, that often provide unique perspectives and timely delivery of international news (i.e., Moscow Bombings, Japan Tsunami). On top of vetting and fact checking stories, NewsLook editors pick the pieces that uphold the highest journalistic and production standards on any given topic.

The videos on Nexis® are updated daily, and there is an archive from September 01, 2009.

You can do a keyword search across NewsLook for key words, as you would any other search at nxis.com, and then click on the image to open a new window where you can easily view the video.